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Drupal Initiatives

Drupal historically spent years to reinvent itself in major releases

Drupal 8 was in the works for 4.5 years

To organize the community around specific topics, initatives were created

Drupal 8 Multilingual Initiative is the one I led, started in 2011 May 9 (5y ago)



My biggest mistake

A year and a half into my work, the Views in core initative was announced

They would “evidently” crush my work so I spoke up and sent an angry email to EVERYONE in Drupal’s leadership




https://www.flickr.com/photos/kloppster/3577999832/




While some initiatives raised money for some of their work, Drupal is primarily community contribution based, so the key is to figure out how to have successful 
contributors for the benefit of everyone.

https://www.flickr.com/photos/pfala/2397388906



The best way to grow a successful team is to attract and retain your people


https://www.flickr.com/photos/thomashawk/7215052318



Autonomy 
Mastery 
Purpose

Lacking extrinsic motivations, we need to look for intrinsic motivators (which are nonetheless ideally satisfied even if there are extinsic motivation)


Autonomy: “You probably wanna do something interesting, let me get out of your way”, “Self directed”

Mastery: “Get better at it and its satisfying, eg. playing instruments over the weekend”

Purpose: “Make a contribution, something bigger then oneself”


Dan Pink: Drive

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u6XAPnuFjJc



That Drupal multilingual sites power UNESCO…



CERN…



Tesla… is a huge reach for whatever improvements are to be made. Additionally to that of course everyone has their own motivation, whether the project they use Drupal 
for or the problems they are looking to solve.



Autonomy 
Mastery 
Purpose

The hardest problem may be autonomy. Traditional organizations are hardwired to pass information up and orders down the chain, so “leaders” are in charge. People do 
open source in part to escape from that, and giving freedom with appropriate support unleashes lots of untapped brainpower.



Agree on high 
level goals

DO NOT micromanage the topic you want to get resolved. If you avoid micromanaging people, they will get creative, take more ownership and you don’t need to make all 
the decisions either. You can go eat dinner and the problems you care about will still get resolved. Your task then remains to support people to be successful.



Set up a space

Your open source project is likely too big, too many issues, too many things to work on. You need a well identified space: (a) website (b) regular online meetings (c) 
community day participation/table (d) issue tags, etc. This helps show people your goals, who the team is, who to contact. It also helps share and demonstrate 
momentum, welcome back previous contributors, get new people to join, etc.



Pair people up, 
plan for succession

Problems will not be solved alone. Pair people up to review each other’s improvements, to get more eyes on a problem and to reduce your bus factor. People will need to 
leave so having more people to understand specific details help with succession.


Recognize issues going off the cliff. Even when at least two people work on something, it may go way off. 



Praise hard work 
and praise time off



Near death

In early June 2014, I sat down for breakfast with my wife. She felt a little pain in her stomach. We did not manage to finish that breakfast, because the pain quickly 
worsened, so we decided to drive to the ER. After careful tests, doctors figured out she had internal bleeding and was about to die if not operated immediately. She was 
in opeartion by 11pm for two hours, followed by days of intensive care and weeks of recovery.


On the same week, DrupalCon Austin was happening with thousands of people and all the multilingual happenings were going on, because we share responsibilities and 





Autonomy 
Mastery 
Purpose

The biggest opportunity is with mastery. People want to get better at things. Learn new things, try new approaches, new tools and there lies lots of opportunity to sign up 
an even bigger variety of people.



Radical openness

We shared our presentations publicly and even produced a site building training workshop for up to 2h walking through all the improved steps in Drupal 8 multilingual site 
building. The workshop comes with a video recording, a demo distribution with sample configuration and content and an extremely detailed handout.


Another great example is our user testing program, where we crowdsourced user testing scripts and instructions and got lots of recorded user tests from across the 
globe (US, Eastern Europe, etc) that we could compare and add up to significant results.


All these signed up new contributors who did not participate before or after.



A few months later, only 19% of the 8-stamp customers had earned a free car wash, versus 34% of the head-start group. (And the head-start group earned 
their free car wash faster.) 

A local car wash ran a promotion featuring loyalty cards. Every time customers bought a car wash, they got a stamp on their cards, and when they filled up their cards 
with 8 stamps, they got a free wash.


Another set of customers at the same car wash got a slightly different loyalty card. They needed to collect 10 stamps rather than 8 to get a free car wash – but they were 
given a “head start.” When they received their cards, 2 stamps had already been added.


The “goal” was the same for both sets of customers: buy 8 additional car washes, get a reward. But the psychology was different: in one case you’re 20% of the way 
toward a goal, and in the other case, you’re starting from scratch. 


https://www.flickr.com/photos/thomashawk/2700708043



Learn    to do+



https://www.flickr.com/photos/kloppster/3577999832/








Dan Pink: Drive

Chip & Dan Heath: 
Switch

David Marquet: Turn 
the ship around

Highly suggested Chip and Dan Heath: Switch, if that is the only thing you take away from the talk, then you are good :D The other two are also key but less so.
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